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Religious freedom is a foundational value of the United States, but not all religious minorities have been shielded from religious persecution in America. This book examines why the state has acted to protect some religious minorities while allowing others to be persecuted or actively persecuting them. It details the persecution experiences of Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Catholics, Jews, the Nation of Islam, and orthodox Muslims in America, developing a theory for why the state intervened to protect some but not others. This book argues that the state will persecute religious minorities if state actors consider them a threat to political order, but they will protect religious minorities if they believe persecution is a greater threat to political order. From the beginning of the republic to post-9/11, religious freedom in America has depended on the state’s perception of political threats.
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Going back to the beginning of the project, I must thank above all the five remarkable people who served as my dissertation committee at the University of Michigan: Bill Clark, Anna Grzymala-Busse, Andy Markovits, Rob Mickey, and Rob Franzese. I assembled this committee before I even knew what I wanted to write about, and I made the right choices – I cannot imagine a more supportive, patient, and insightful group of advisers. They gave me badly needed discipline when I required it (which was all the time) and oversaw numerous episodes of creative destruction. They taught me to think in new ways. I still turn to them for advice. Thanks to them most of all for their friendship.
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More than anyone else, my fellow graduate students at Michigan shaped my understanding of the country I was in. I will never be able to account for how much I learned from them and how much their friendship meant to me. For everything they gave me, thanks to Richard Anderson, Mattias Bargsted, Janna Bray, Sarah Croco (due to whom I am no longer mathematically illiterate),
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